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Abstract 

The dynamics of growing wetting films is studied by the method of x-ray scattering 

in the region of total external reflection. \\"ith a short pulse disturbance caused by 

a temperature difference between the substrate and the \"apour in the x-ray cell. the 

wetting film thickness is reduced. Afterwards the time dependence of the -growing film 

is monitored by x-ray reflectivity measurements. The examined sample systems are 

H2 /Si. CH.3/Si . Ge/Si and a quartz glass wetted by a liquid film of CCk The obsen'ed 

growth kinetics of the wetting layers are discussed in the framework of a model which 

is adapted to the experimental conditioll5. particularly the finite temperature stability 

of the experimental set-up. From the growth law l(t) rx I ~ exp:~(t/T)nl fitted to the 

data. the time constants T and the dynamic exponent 11 are determined. The quallt ity 

n depends on the dimension of the growth mechanism. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

\Iuch recent wo-rk. both theoretical and experimental, for example see re\·iews[8.11j. has 

been devoted to the study of wetting transitions: most of them focus on the properties 

of wetting layers in thermal equilibrium. It is also of interest. however. to study how 

such layers approach equilibrium. i.e., growth of liquid films. if they are far away from 

it. A liquid film is adsorbed on a substrate surface leading to an interface between the 

adsorbed liquid phase and the gas phase in the bulk. A solid surface in contact with 

a \'apour in coexistence with its liquid can be classified as completely or incompletel\' 

wet. depending on whether the surface-adsorbed liquid film is macroscopically thick <)r 

microscopically thin. In the case of complete wetting the film grows only in one direction. 

which means that the thickness of the liquid layer monotonously increases with time. 

In this paper the growth of liquid CCl4 film on a Si coated with H2 • Ge and CH l 

and on a quartz glass substrates is investigated. All these substrates prm'ide the case 

of complete wetting with a build up of stable film thickness. The thickness was first 

reduced by a short pulse disturbance and afterwards the evolution of a stable film was 

observed over days. 

To study the dynamics of growing films we use x-ray specular reflectiyity scans near 

total external reflection. With Parratt's approach[28j, the resulting film thickness as a 

function of time is obtained by fitting the x-ray reflectivity data. The experiment was 

done in the "Institute of Experimental Physics of the Christian-Albrechts-Unil'ersitl'" 

Kiel -Germany. with a three-crystal diffractometer and a laboratory x-ray tube. 

The paper is structured in the following sequence: After tilE' introduction a brief 



description of the theory of x-ray scattering. with more emphasis on specular reflec

tion. is given. In chapter three the film thickness as a function of a differential heating 

temperature is derived based on van del' \\'aals interaction with the Hamaker con,tanl 

therein. Also. the Kolmogorov growth model is explained in this chapter. Chapter fonr 

deals with the properties of the sample systems used in the experiment. 'iext to thi, 

chapter the experimental set-up and the scattering geometry are given. In chapter six we 

present the x-ray determined parameters of the bare substrates and their correspondin~ 

wetting systems. The adaption of the experimentally determined film thickness with the 

time dependent growth model is left for chapter seven. Afterwards. a discussion with a 

concluding remark finishes the work. 



Chapter 2 

Theory of X-Ray Scattering 

Electromagnetic waves scatter. diffract and interfere, Reflection is the result of the con-

strurti,'e interference of many scattered or diffracted waw's originating from scatterer€', 

in a stratified medium, The reflection of a monochromatic waw can be analyzed as that 

of a superposition of general electromagnetic waves, For a gi,'en angular frequency, "', 

the time dependence of all fields is carried in the factor exp( -i_,t 1. 

2.1 X-Ray Scattering in the Region of Total Exter-

nal Reflection 

The propagation of an electromagnetic plane IVa"e E(i') Eo exp{i(i, "'""t)} 1Il a 

medium characterized by an index of refraction 11 follo\\'s from :\Iax\\'ell's equations to 

obey the Helmholtz equation: 

(:2 ,J ) 

\\'here Iii = wlc is the \\'a,'ewctor and ~' and c are the frequency and speed of tlw 

electroIl1agnetic wave, respectively. 

The index of refraction is gin'n in[IS] by 

11=1- (:!.:2) 

\\'here 

,\ is the wavelength of photons, p the density of substance, .\'., the :hogadro's numbPI', 

:~ 



A the molecular weight. 1'0 the classical electron radius. and J) thE' atomic scattering 

factor. 

TIlE' dfE'ctivE' number of dE'ctrons contributing to tilE' scattnillg is affected In' tllP 

prescnce of absorption E'dges. Denoting the form factor of thE' atom by 

thE' index of refraction n can be expressE'd as 

n=I-0-i3 

where 

is callE'd the dispersion. and 

(2.:3 ) 

( :2 .11 

(2 .. )) 

( .J f' _.) I 

the absorption (extinction) coefficient. ThE' parameters 0 and 3 are of the order of lQ-' 

to 10-; (dimE'nsionlE'ss qnantities). 

Because the rE'fracti\'e indE'x of a substancE' for x-rays is less than unity it is possible to 

obtain total external rE'flE'ction from a surfacE'. since the x-rays. on E'ntering the substance 

from the air (vacuum). are going into a lllE'dium of smaller rE'fractive indE'x. TllE'n. the 

laws of refraction lead to the result that x-ra~-s should be totall,' reflected from a plaue 

surfacE' at all glancing angles smaller than a cE'rtain critical angle 0.." given by 

(:.'.71 

SincE' fj and o.c arE' small. on expanding thE' cosinE' w('get 

~. - r:;c 
l..-tc - V ~O. (:2.8 ) 

\\'e consider now the situation of a plane x-ray lI'a,'E' in \'acuum impinging on a flat 

surface of a crystal (at z=O) under a shallow angle o.i II'hich is in the vicinity of tht' 

critical angle (te' The linE'ariy polarized incident x-ray wave fidel Ei ( r') = Eo exp{ i r . r} 
rE'ads in the coordinatE' s~'stem of Fig. 2.1 as 

SIn OJ o 
£i= £ill o (2.9) 

- COSQj o 



and 

roso l 

t, = I.' o (2.1 il, 

where E'II and £.1- denote the components of the electric fi"ld vector parallel and per

_ pendicular to the plane of incidence (x-z plane). 

---

0---_ 
I Planeof 

-z /" 

surface 

z 

2.2 Specular Scattering 

Figure 2.1: ,\Ionochromat-

ic x-ray wit.h ware Fedor J.., 

and field ,'ector Eo illlPing-

ing onto an interface (at z 

= 0) at. an incidence angle 

0, {9J. 

Specular scattering is the result of the constructiw' interference of many scattered or 

re-radiatecl wa\'Cs. In the specular case the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of 

scatterin.g (0, = Of). 

Assuming a system consisting of N layers j = I. 2 ..... S. such that. the refracti,'e 

index Ilj of layer j is Ilj = 1 - OJ - iJ1j with the dispersion E) and the absorption 3). the 

Fresnel-reflection and transmission coefficients for each (smooth) interface [21] are 

and 
2/;,.;_1 

t j -1.'; = -,-----'""----'--
/;,.;-1 + /;,.} 

(2.11 I 

(2.1 ~ I 

respectively. Here I.".) is the z component of the waH','ector in medium j. The j'h inter-

face lies between the (j -I )Ih and tlw (j )Ih layers ",here layer 0 is assllmed to he vacuum. 

:) 



and the interface j=1 is the free surface (see Fig. 2.2). The z-axis is perpendicular to the 

surface and its origin lies at the surface (ZI = 0): the x-axis lies in the incidence plane. 

Z 

Vacuum 0 ~ E: 
z,=O 

a. x 

~ 11, 
Layer E'i E: I, E: 

Zz 

E: Ei 

EJ-l ~, 
Zj E; Ilj 

Layer j ~ E[ E'i I, 

Zj+\ 

~, E;" 
E!-, 

~, 
ZN-l 

&! Layer 
IlN 

N E: F,! t: (''--] 

ZN nN+1 
Substrate N+l EiH 

Figure 2.2: .-1. model of an x-ray scattering in a mlliti]ayer syst.em. 

In each layer of thickness Ij(/j = IC)+I - zjl) the component of 'he \I'a\'e\'e('\,)r normal to 

its surface. which is determined by the law of refraction. is 

This expression is valid only for small incident angles 0;. The optical constants ~J and 

3j of each layer j are defined by the complex index of refranion. eq. (2.41. They are 

proportional to the density Pj of each layer. The glancing angle of incidence is 0; and 

k; = I.' j = 2rr / ~\ = 1.'1 denotes the modulus of the incoming wan'\'E'ctor (and ~\ is the 

x-ray wavelength). 

To calculate reflectivity curves for single and multiple layered systems. we follow the 

treatment of Parratt.[28] first formulated for the case of metal-dielectric layers. This 

formalism is based on :'·[axwell's theory applied to a system of _\' parallel layers from 

which x-rays undergo multiple reflection ancl refraction. The reflectivity of a layered 

system as a function of the incident angle 0; and the layer thickness I) (between interfaces 

at Cj and Z1+1 ) can be expressed in terms of a recursive formula as 

I'j_l.j + Rj(lj+d exp[2il.·,J' 

1 + I'j-l.jRj(IJ+d exp[2ik,.J.; 
(2.14 ) 



with the Fresnel-reflectivity of one smooth interface 1')-I.J gIven by eq. (2.11). Here 

R) = E: / E; is the ratio of the amplitudes of outgoing and incoming x-ray wa\'l's. 

In tllP case of rongh interfaces. tllP FresllPl coefficient. eq. (2.11). has to be rpplaced 

by that of a rough interface in the recursion formula. :\ umerical tests sholl'. however. that 

in the case of relati\'ely small roughnesses (0' ~ lOA) this procedure is indistinguishable 

from fitting a density profile of the whole system to the reflectivity data [27]. If a 

probability density function in z-direction 

for the roughness distribution is chosen. an analytical solution for the tanh-refractive 

index profile between media j ~ I and j is found ['21] as 

11) + Il J -i nj - n -1 ~ ~ 
n(z) = +) tanh( '2/,,-). 

.).) . 

(:!.i(i, 
... ~ (J'J 

where O'j is the root-mean square roughness of the (j )'h layer. Figs. 2.:3 and 204 show 

0.4 Figure 2.:3: Assumed Gau5-

0.3 sian roughness distribut.ion 
,..-... 
b function. 
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Figure 204: TaniJyperbolic 

0.5 density profile. 
----. 
b 

-.......... 0.0 N 
'---" 
Z 
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zla 
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the assumed Gaussian roughness distribution fUIlction and the tanhyperbolic density 

profile. respectil·ely. with 

(2.17 ) 

Eq. (:2.16) has the ach'antage that the Helmholtz eq. (2.1) of the electromae;netic held 

can be solved analytically. The resulting reflection coefficient of one rough interface with 

the above roughness distribution IlOII' leads to [:21] 

(:2.1 ~) 

where G(k,.j_].~·,.j.(5)) is a relatil'ely complicated expression in k,.j_].~·,.j.(5j. But nu

merical tests sholl' that the factor C; is equal to one for ronghnesses (5j up to looA 

[:31]. 

When a thick film is grown OIl the substrate. the experiment shows that a dip. Fig. 

2..'i. is obsen-ed at a certain incidellt angle between the critical angles of the suhstrate 

and the adsorbate. provided that the critical angles fulfill the condition 

(2.19 I 

where aje and 0,,_ are the critical angles of the film and substrate. respectin'ly. 

~ 0.0 
;::J 

<1i -0.5 
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0.00 
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Figure :2..'i: .-1. reflectivity scall takell 

ti-OllJ the s.l-stellJ CC14 Oil CH1/Si which 

shows all illtellsity dip at a film thick

Iless of :lIO.-\.. 

For a thick film of thickness 1. incident angle 0] and angle of refraction 01. tlw 

recursion formula reduces to[:3.5] 



The quantities kl and 1.'2 are the wavevector of the incident and refracted waves. respec· 

ti,·ely. and /'1 and /'2 are the Fresnel·reflectivities at the two interfaces 1.:1 and 02 ). set> 

Fig. 2.6 .. '1.1 an angle of incidf'nce a.fip(al = eLfip) bet\\'een tllP critical angles of tllP film 

and the substrate. the Fresnel·coefficient redtKes to 

Oriip - (\'2 

Odip + a2 
(2.111 

Figure 2.6: Represent alion of x·ra'· 
Vacuum 
r-____ ...L_--'~~--;::;-r--_Z_I, scattering from a one layer stl'llC' 

Film 1 ture['35}. 

I 

Here \\'e consider radiation from a non·absorbing medium (real n d onto an absorbing 

medium (complex 112)' Thus the angle of refraction is complex. and has a formal meaning 

only and we write 

0.2 = Or + io./. 12.:Z~ I 

The real and imaginary parts. a, and OJ. can be expressed in terms of the dispersion " 

and the absorption .3 of the film as[2.'i] 

1 [/ .]1/2 
0, = 12 V (O~ip - 28)2 + 4,13 + (O!;p - 28) 

1 [/ .]1/2 
OJ = 12 V (OJ;P - 28)2 + 4,8 - (O~;p - 28) (2.n) 

Eq. (2.20) can no\\' be transformed into a relation between the reflecti\'ity R and the 

film thickness I of the wetting layer: 

Here R is the reflectivity at the angular position a,iip of the intensity dip. and C' a 

constant which is given by: 

C'=~ 1+hI2+2hICOS(~O) . 
81f hl[o,sin(~o) + o[Sin(~a)] 

Q 

(:2.:.!li I 



The Fresnel·reflectivities of the vacuum· layer and layer·substrate interfaces are denoted 

1)\" "1 and 1'2. respectively, and the angles 01.2 are defined "ia the eq: "J = II'Jlexp(;ojl 

\\'ith j = 1. 2 and (60 = 01 - oll.For a film thickness I < c')ooA the dependence of I on 

the reflectivit~, at the dip eq. (2.:25) is linear[:l.,)]. 

2.3 Diffuse Scattering 

X·rav reflection has frequently been used for structure studies of crystalline and amor· 

phous layers and multi layers. By measuring the specular reflecti\·ity. the thickness and 

electron densities of the layers can be determined and the root·mean·square (rms) rough· 

nesses of the interfaces can be estimated. From the non·specular reflect ivity~ diffuse scat, 

teringJ. the correlation function of the interface roughness profile can be reconstructed. 

The specular reflected wave consists of the coherent wave and of the part of the incoher· 

ent \"ave propagating in the direction of specular reflection (qI = 0 I, The non·specularly 

reflected \\'a\'e is incoherent. If lVe neglect the divergence of the primary beam irradiatin.g 

the sample, the coherent wave is plane and the incoherent "'a\'e is divergent (diffuse). 

The diffuse scattering can be described using the formalism of the differential scattering 

cross· sect ion[:31 J, 

( 
(/cr ) 
d<:l diJ JuS( 

(2.27) 

The illuminated area of the sample is denoted by y, q)" = ('I •. q';,j IT is the momentulll 

- -transfer within each layer, and Cj (q,) and Cjk (q,) are the Fourier·transforms of the 

auto· and cross· correlation functions of the interface[:31J, Furthermore. the factors G
J 

are defined by 

(2.28 I 

10 



with the respective expressions for G'J' given in [:3.'5]. 

To analyze x-ray diffraction data. particular correlation functions for the interface 

and the strength of the correlations between different layers have to be assumed. The 

correlation functions contain the information about the morphology of the surface. 

The shape of the interface j at the position Zj( R) = z) +4>j(R) [31] can be statistically 

described via the so-called height-height correlation function CA R) which is defined by 

(2.29 ) 

Here R = II . .II)1' and ,-: are \'ectors within the surface and < ... >r means the average 

O\'er the Ix.y)-plane. The (single valued) function oj(R) is the height fluctuation of the 

interface Zj at a lateral position R with roughness rij = JC;iO) and vanishing mean 

value < oJ(n >r· 

For the solid-solid and solid-liquid interfaces lj(R) is represented by the correlation 

function[:32] of a self-affine fractal surface [33] 

12.:30) 

\\'ith the correlation length ~) and the Hurst-parameter h j of the respective interfaces[:3:3]. 

The quantity C,j describes the lateral length scale on which the interface begins to look 

rough. For R < C,j the surface is self-affine rough where as for R 2: c'j the surface looks 

smooth. The parameter h] is restricted to the region 0 < hj ::; I and defines the fractal 

box-dimension Dj =:3 - h] of the interface. Small values of hj produce extremely jagged 

surface \\'hile values close to one lead to interfaces with smooth hills and valleys. For 

clarity see Fig. 2.7, which shows possible real structures which are calculated assuming 

the correlation function giwn by eq. (2.:30) with different c,) and hj values respectively. 

11 
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Figure 2.7: Calculations of possible one -dimensional surface st,ructures using t,he cor-

relation function given byeq. (2.30) for variOllS kinds of the parameters ~ and h{.30}. 
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Chapter 3 

Theory of Growing Wetting Films 

3.1 Wettability 

The formation of liquid drops on a substrate is a common phenomenon. ,,'hat makes 

it interesting is the fact that the macroscopic shape of such a drop is intimately related 

to the three surface tensions{energy per unit area) associated with the three interfaces 

meeting at the contact line between the drop and the substrate: ILS the liquid-substrate. 

II'S the gas-substrate. and hVL = 'tl the gas-liquid surface tensions. These parameters 

describe adequately the energy content of the interfaces in the far field (far from the linE' 

of contact). In equilibrium the energy must be stationary with respect to any shift (d.f) 

of the line position. Hence the contact angle is related as[41] 

II'S - '/LS - '/ cos 0 = 0, (:3.1) 

where 0 refers to the contact angle at equilibrium. Eq. (:1.I) shows that the contact 

angle is entirely defined in terms of thermodynamic parameters. 

When a small liquid droplet is put in contact with a flat solid surface, three distinct 

equilibrium regimes may be found. The contact angle 0 permits a classification for the 

wettability of a substrate by an adsorbate: for 0=0 the substrate is called wet. for 0 < ii 

non-wet, and for 0 = 1f dry (see Fig. a.1). For complete wetting (0=0) we have 

"/ = IFS ~ ~ILS· (:3.2 ) 

1 :1 



Wet 

E> = 0 

a 

Non-wet Dry 

E>=1t 

Figure :3,1: A small droplet in equilibrium O\"l"r a horizontal surface: a, band c correspond 

to complete wctting. partial \I'etting and dr," with 0=0. (O," I and Jf, respectil'elY[llj. 

3.2 Van der Waals Force and the Hamaker Con-

stant 

This paper is mainly concerned with intermolecular forces essentially electrostatic in 

origin, Once the spatial distribution of the electron clouds has been determined b~' 

solving the Schroedinger equation. the intermolecular forces may be calculated on the 

basis of classical electrostatics, 

Thus. for two charges. we ha\'e the familiar inverse- square Coulomb force. while 

for moving charges we have electromagnetic forces. and for complex fluctuating charge 

distributions occurring in and around atoms. 11'(' obtain t he various interatomic and 

intermolecular bonding forces, 

There are three distinct types of forces contributing to the van der Waals force: 

namely. the induction force. the orientation force and the dispersion force. each of which 

has an interaction free energy that varies with the inverse sixth power of the distance, 

Thus. the total ,'an der Waals interaction energy is given by 

In 196:3 :\IcLachlan[24] presented a generalized theory of van der Waals forces. which 

included in one equation the induction. orientation and dispersion forces, :">IcLachlan's 

expression for the van del' "'aals free energy of two molecules or small particles 1 and ~ 

in medium :3 is gi\'en by the series [17] 

6kT 
lo( 1') = - ( )2-

-1 iTco r U 
n=O.I,2.··· 

J.l 

0:1 (iVn )02( ill,,) 

"5(il/") 



dielectric permitivity of medium:3 at imaginary frequencies iI', .. with 

27TkT 13 -1 
I)" = ~h~1I "" 1 x 10 11-' (:3.; ) 

at :300K and where the prime over the summation indicates t hat the zero frequenc)' II = 0 

term is multiplied by 1/2. 

Dispersion forces generally exceed the dipole -dependent induction and orientation 

forces except for small highly polar molecules, such as water. In the interaction between 

two dissimilar molecules of which one is non -polar, the \'an del' \Vaals energy is almost 

completely dominated by the dispersion contribution. 

The van del' Waals interaction energy between two dissimilar molecules A and B is 

usually intermediat between the values for A-A and B-B. In fact. the coefficient CI'DII' 

for .'\-B is often close to the geometric mean of A-A and B-B. 

"'hen two atoms are an appreciable distance apart. the dispersion energy bet\\'een 

them begins to decay faster than -1/1'6, approaching a -lire dependence at I' >800.\['2'1). 

This is called the retardation effect. and the dispersion forces between molf'cules and 

particles at large separations are called retarded forces. Th", is. at a greater separation 

the time taken for the electron field of the first atom to rea ell the second and return can 

become comparable with the period of the fluctuating dipole itself. "Vhen this happens 

the field returns to find that the direction of the instantane0'~s dipole of the first atom is 

no\\' different from the original and less fa\'orably disposed .(, an attractive interaction. 

In this paper. since the film thickness is smaller than 800A. the non -retarded case is 

assumed. At a smaller distance the dispersion interaction energy (~ -1/1'6) is superior 

over the indnction and the orientation energies. 

\'an del' Waals forces playa central role in all phenomena involving interlllolecular 

forces. for while they are not as strong as Coulomb or H-bonding interactions, t hey are 

always present. By assuming a non -retarded interaction ior an interatomic van del' 

\\'aals pair potential of the form w(1') = -C/1'6 one ma)' 5um (integrate) the energies 

of all the atoms in one body with all the atoms in the other and thus obtain the two 

-body potential fol' an atom neal' a surface, for a sphere IWit!' a surface. or for t\\'o flat 

surfaces. The resulting interaction laws are given in terms of the collventional Hamaker 



constant[i-1] (\\'hich measures the strength of the dispersive forces) 

(:l.ll) 

where PI is the number of molecules per unit volume in material!. P2 is the number of 

molecules per unit volume in material 2 and C' is the coefficient of ,.-6 in the expression 

for the dispersion energy between isolated molecules 1 and 2. separated by a distance r. 

For the assumed case. non -retarded and dispersion, the Hamaker constant for an 

interaction of two media 1 and 2 across a third medium :3 is expressed based on the 

Lifshitz theory:n] as 

with 

( Oi - 00) 
PiQi = 2CQC.3 _ _ 

"i +".3 
(:3.8 ) 

for Ceq. (:3A). and i = 1.2 (media 1 and 2, respectively,), where .01 ,.02 and .03 are 

the static dielectric constants of the three media, dill) are the values of c at imaginary 

frequencies. 

To obtain the Hamaker constant for any system we first need to know how the 

dielectric permitivit~· of the media vary with frequency, after which we can integrate 

eq. (:3.7) to obtain A. The dielectric permitivity c(ill) can usually be represented by a 

function of the form[2:3] 

. (11. 2 -1) 
dill) = 1 + --:--~-c:7 

. (1 + 1/2 /1/!) 

where II, is the mean electronic absorption frequency in the rv typically around :3 x 

1015
8-

1
, and I! is the refraeth'e index of the medium in the visible (i.e .. ))2 = cv i,(II)). 

)iote that c( ill) of eq. (:3.9) is a real function of II. 

For interactions dominated by dispersion forces, combining relations (or combinin.'?; 

laws) are frequently used for obtaining approximate \'alues for unknown Hamaker con-

stants in terms of known ones. The non -retarded Hamaker constant for media 1 and :2 

interacting across vacuum is approximated by[17] 

(:3.10) 

and for media 1 and :2 interacting across medium :3 is given by 

(:3.11 ) 

1(; 



In order to calculate Hamaker constants for materials of practical interest it is neces· 

sal'}' to have information on the rele\'ant intermolecular forces and a means of calculating 

the constant C. Different expressions[i'.:J8] of the Hamaker constant are gi\'en based on 

different assumptions. for example based on the assumption of additivity of intermolec· 

ular dispersion forces and on the macroscopic approach. The Hamaker constant for two 

interacting similar media[1:J] on the assumption of short·rang;e macroscopic treatment is 

"iven bv " " 

(:3.12 ) 

where //v is the characteristic frequency. h is Plank's constant and =0 is a limi ting dielect ric 

constant. 

3.3 Film Thickness 

A. growth of wetting films is studied as a function of time t in the framework of effecti\'(~ 

interface models. The thickness of such a wetting film depends on a temperature dif· 

ference ~T. due to differential heating of the substance relati"e to the temperature of 

the liquid reservoir .. -\n expression for the relation between the film thickness I and the 

temperature difference ~T now is following. 

The disjoining pressure[:n]. n(!) pro"ides a con\'(cnient formalism for the discussion 

of wetting. By definition 

n(l) = _ d(;~(l) 
dl . 

where C;" (I) is the excess real free energy density of an adsorbed film of thickness I. 

Phenomenologically. the disjoining pressure is the thermodynamic force per unit area 

between the free surface of the wetting film and the adsorbing substrate. The excess free 

energy per unit area of the film can be split into a thickness dependent part F(!) and a 

part which only depends on the surface tension[2i'] as 

Ge (!) = F(l) - S. 

where F(!) is the thickness·dependent part of the excess free energy of the liquid film 

and S is the total surface tension between interfaces(LV. SL. SV). For a volatile liquid 

17 



III thermal equilibrium and above the wetting transition temperature S is always zero 

due to Antonoff's rule[27]. 

Considering only the van del' \Vaals interactions between the ad,orbed molecule·, 

and a uniform substrate. the thickness -dependent part of the eXcess free energy of the 

liquid[17] can be expressed as 

1<\.: 

F(I) = 

where A,!! is the Hamaker constant of the whole system. The first part of eq. (:3.1.)) is 

for the case of non· retarded van del' \Vaals forces and the second part is for the retarded 

case .. \ van del' \Vaals interaction energy between molecules of the form lei") = ,C;j/I';:, 

is assumed. where n depends whether the interaction is retarded or non-retarded. and the 

definition for the Hamaker constant Aij = ir 2piPjC;j. with Pi.j as the 1l10lenIlar density. 

The constants A,!! and B are assumed to be positive (complete wetting!. This means 

that the van del' \Vaals forces tend to thicken the liquid film. The critical length ,\, is 

of the order of 800A. Therefore. the non-retarded case is considered in this paper. The 

disjoining pressure for the non-retarded case is then given by 

[1 (I) = A,!! 
o 6ir[3' 

(:3.16 i 

A more general approach given by Dietrich[8] is 

F(l) = al- k + W" + "" I::> d~. 

which is exact for T = OK. For distances smaller than a microscopic disc.ance rI~ the 

density of the liquid near the wall vanishes[27] (in the case of CCL,. d~ < ~A). Here d., 

is a hard-core radius that takes into account the fact that. owing to the finite size of the 

adsorbate and substrate molecules. they cannot come arbitrarily dose to each other. Ie 

= 2 corresponds to the non-retarded case and I, = :l to the retarded one. ry > " is the 

exponent of the first correction term and usually II = Ie + I. For T>OE tbe coefficients 

a and b become temperature dependent. l'nder the assumption that this temperature 

dependence is only weak and that only a small temperature inter"al is regarded. the 

following expression is obtained 

F(l) = A,!! + ~ + OU-4 ). 
12ir12 :l13 

1~ 



and the disjoining pressure is 

~ 

rUll = ..1.'11 + B + OW'). 
6rr!3 /4 

It should be mentioned that a thin layer between the substrate and the liquid Cel.l film 

also may cause an 1-· term in the disjoining pressure as pointed out in[:lT). Inclusion of a 

sub,trate surface layer in the Hamaker formalism yields an effecti\'e adsorbate substrate 

Hamaker constant with an I dependence: 

(:3.2fJi 

where L. S. and F denotes the liquid film, the substrate and the solid layer between 

liquid and substrate with thickness d. respectively. Inserting eq. (:3.::'0) into eq. (:3.161 

and expanding ITo(l) in powers of (djl) up to first order yields. 

(3.21 ) 

where 

and 

In general. the wetting properties depend on the magnitude and sign of H3• fl •. etc. 

For example. if H3 and H4 are both positive (i.e., AFL > ASL > ALL) the wetting is 

complete: however. if H3 is positive and H. negative (i.e .. ASL > AFL > Au). the surface 

is either incompletely or completely wet, depending on tIlE' precise \'alue of fl3! H4[37]. 

The temperature difference. ~T. represents only a sli.ght perturbation of the ther

modynamic equilibrium. Therefore, the related film thickness can be calculated by an 

expansion in the vicinity of thermodynamic equilibrium. \\"ith the pressure p,,. tlw 

temperature Tv and the chemical potential p(p". T") of the \'apour and the r('specti\"<" 

quantities for the liquid wetting film (indices v ....., I), the equilibrium conditions at the 

gas· liquid coexistence line are 

p" = PI, 

]q 



The chemical potential gives the total free energy per molecule: it includes the interaction 

energy as well as the contribution associated with its tlwrmal energ~', Introducing it 

temperature difl'crence between the ,'apour and tilt' liquid, the equilibrium is perturbed, 

thus. 

and 

('3 ')(' . ,- ) ) 

( 'J 'r,1 .. -1 

Here the reservoir pro"ides isobaric conditions. A Ta~·lor expansion of the chemical 

potential together with the definitions of the heat capacity Cp ,! and latent heat of "a· 

porization per molecuk q leads to the following expression[10): 

( all) 
aT 

p 

~ _ Cp.l :::'T 
T .\'.4 T 

(:J,:!~ i 

\Yith the introduction of a temperature differential. the thickness·dependent part of the 

excess free energy of the adsorbed liquid film is 

F(I) = Fo(ll +:::'F. 

where :::"F is an additional contribution to the excess free energy density. F. caused by 

the temperature difference 0.T. The term :::"F is proportional to :::'/1 and rf'presents the 

energy cost (per unit area) associated with forming a liquid layer of thickness I at a 

temperature :::'1' off the liquid·qpour coexistence line. Thus, it can be expressedp'l] as 

and eq. {:3.29) is given by 

(:3.:31 ) 

Omitting higher terms in the expansion of eq. (3.21) and using eqs, (:3.19). (:3.28) and 

(3,:31) we obtain the following expression for the disjoining pressure 

where o(0.T) = (C/q):::"T with c = C'p,tlNa' In the case of e(,14' the latent heat of 

,'aporization per molecule is q = ~.8209 x 1O-2°.J/particle[12) and the heat capacity per 



molecule is of the order of c = 2.1870 x 1O-25 .J/(partide.Kj[20j. Hence the second term 

in eq. (:3.:32) is of the order of ,,(~T) = 10-". e\'en if a temperature difference as large 

as ~T = 10E is taken. Thus. this term can be neglertecl. Therefore. with the condition 

n(/o) = 0 for an equilibrium film thickness 10 <"q. (:3.:3:21 is transformed to 

And finally we get an implicit formula for the change in temperature as 

~T = ~ (A'ff + B) . 
qPi 67r1; I~ 

From eq. (:l.:3-t). we can see that. introducing a temperature differential changes the 

condition for the film thickness from n(l) = nAlo) = 0 at liquid-\'apour coexistence to 

flo(1o) = (piq~T)/T and a measurement of the film thickness 10 as a function of the 

temperature difference ~T between the liquid wetting film and the \'apour is well-suited 
~ 

to determine the microscopic constants A,f f and B. 

For the case of the non-retarded van del' \\'aals force. the thickness as a function of 

telnperature difference is given by 

1(t.,.T) = (A'ff ~) 1/3 
67rqPi ~T 

The temperature beha\'iour for small time t is approximated by the Xe\\'ton la\\' of 

cooling[:3j. :\Iathematically. 

II' hich gi \'es 

_ d~T x ~T 
cit _ 

t.,.T = t.,.To exp( -ct). 

Eq. (:3.:37) shows an exponential decay of the temperature difference to zero as t ---; x. 

But, the experimental result is quit different, the change in temperature ~T decreases 

exponentially against a final value t.,.Too, (see Fig. :3.2). Thus. eq. (:3.:31) is transformed 

to 

2-.T = t.,.Toexp(-ct) + ~Tx.' 

and the t.,.T dependence thickness, eq. (:3.:3.5) is given by 

I( t) = (
A T ) 1/3 

67rqpi ~To exp( -ct) + ~T~ . 
. ) I 



Figure a.2: Schematic draw-

iIlg o[ the temperature elif 

[erellee betlreell the ""pour 

and the substrate as a [u]Jc-

tiT = tlTo·exp( -ct)+tlT_ tioll o[ time eq. {:3.67)[41}. 

2 

__________ ~_~_~_-'_"""" ___ - tiT. 

Time [a.u.] 

Eq. (:3.:39) shows that the maximum film thickness depends on the change in temperature. 

::,.r "'. achieved in the experiment as t -> x . . '\ccordingly the film thickness is limited 

by the temperature difference between the substrate and the vapour. 

3.4 Kolmogorov Model for Film Growth 

In recent years there has been renewed interest in the process of nucleation and growt h 

at first-order phase transformation[j6). The h:olmogorO\' model[19) (also called the 

.1ohnson-;\·Iehl-A vrami model[1.2,:39)) was de\-eloped to describe a first order phase trans-

formation from a metastable phase A into a stable phase B. In this section the model is 

discussed first in its general sense and then as applied to our film growt.h process. 

The assumptions of the model are as follows. At an initial time t=O infinitesimal 

grains of stable phase are randomly produced throughout the initially homogeneolls 

metastable phase at a constant rate. r. per unit \·olume. The nucleation rate thus 

decreases with time in direct proportion to the \'olume fraction of metastable remaining. 

Once formed. the grains grow isotropically with constant domain wall velocity t' until 

the wall is impeded by impinging on neighboring grains. 

Let II be a certain volume. Initially (at t=O) it is occupied by the mother phase A . 

. ,\fter time t a certain part \ll(t) of the volume jI is occupied by another phase B. Tlw 

?) 



volumE' li(t) grows with time t. A necessary and sufficipnt condition for a point to he 

in the transformed field at time t is that at some previous time to > 0 there be a grain 

nucleated within the frep propagation range t·! t - t.,) of p. where p is a random point in 

the transformed region. The volume occupied by a hypothetical "free" grain (one that 

does not impinge on a neighboring grain) at time t.' = t - to after nucieation is given b.l· 

C; is a constant. which depends on the dimension d. for d = I. '2. :3. C/ ='2. IT. 4;;):3 

[1.1]. The probability that such a nucieus has formed in the volume V(t' ) during an 

infinitesimal time interval f'...t' around t~ can be expressed as 

and thus the probability that such a nucieus has not found in the volume during the 

infinitesimal time f'...t' around t~ is 

Pj = 1 - Q = 1 - rV(t:)f'...t'. (:3.42) 

The probability that such a nucleus has not been transformed throughout the entire timE' 

interval 0 ::; ( ::; t is 

Pit) = II (l - rF(()f'...t'l. 
, 

tJ=o 

Taking the logarithm of eg. (:3.4:3). we obtain 

for f'...t' --> O. we get 

, 
In[P(t)] = - :L rli(t:)6i'. 

t'=o 
) 

In[P(tl] = -[ fli(t'ldl'. 

On substituting eq. (:3..10) into eg. (:3..15) and taking the antilogarithm we find 

Assuming r. and u as constants in the integration. eq. (:3.~(i) is transformed tu 

[ 
C· r d 1 ·1 tl rl+l 

P(t)=exp t. 
d+l 

(:3.4-1) 

(3.46) 

(:3.4" ) 



Eq. 1:3.4i) gi\'es the probability of a nucleus in its first phase A. Thus. the probability 

of transforming in to phase B in time t will be 

X(I) = 1- Pit) = I - exp[-ct"]. 

with II = d + I and c = r( C1 l'd)/1 d + I). 

Since the model is completely characterized by the parameters r -(with dimension 

I-I L -1 in a d -dimensional space) and u (dimension rl L). it follows that there exists a 

single characteristic length scale and time scale['l] given by 

and 

T= 

1 

(
rCdud)-m 
d+l 

Thus. eq. (:3.48) reduces to a simple. but general. exponential growth law 

X(I) = I - exp[-(t/T)"]. (:3 .. ) I) 

Let us see how this global model works to the dynamics (special case) of gro\\'ing 

wetting films. Assume I;(t) be the volume of a liquid film adsorbed in the inten'al 

between [O.t] and Ii be the volume in the interval [O.t ..... :::0]. Then. the volume fraction 

adsorbed in the interval [O.t] can be expressed as 

\' ) _ \'l(t) _ OIIit) 
. (I - I' - 01 . 

12 '2 

where a is the surface area. Substituting eq. (3.51) in to eq. (:3.·52) gives 

Idl) = 12{l- exp[-(t/T)"]}. 

('3 •. )) . .')~ 

(:3.·5:3 ) 

But the actual thickness of the film. at time t, is 11 (t) + 10 where I, is the thickness at 

t=O. Thus. eq. (:3..53) is transformed to 

I(t) = 10 + (lmar -lo}{1 - exp[-(t/T)"]) (:3 .. 51) 

with l",orUmor = 12 + 10 ) the maximum equilibrium thickness. T as the time constant of 

the film growth process. and n = d + I, d being the growth dimension. Eq. (3.54) gin's 

the thickness of the film at time t. 

')d. 



Chapter 4 

Sample Systems 

4.1 The Substrates 

Two substrates were used to study the wetting process: Silicon and a quartz glass. Each 

has been carefully characterized by x-ray techniques. The details are giyen in chapter 6. 

4.1.1 Silicon Wafer 

The first type of substrate was an optically polished siliconllll) wafer. Polished sili

con(lOO) wafers with a thin native oxide layer on top hal'e a high surface tension which 

leads to a spreading parameter greater than zero:~6]. Furthermore. polished silicon 

wafers are well-suited for x-ray reflectivity measurf'l11ents because they are smooth on an 

angstrom-scale. This is very important because the wetting behal'iour might be strong

ly influenced by the surface roughness of the substrate[:lO]. Therefore. a homogeneous 

liquid film covers the substrate and variation of the density of the film will only concern 

the direction normal to the surface. Table 4.1 shows the theoretically obtained (optical) 

parameters of the silicon wafer. 

The Hamaker constant of Si is found[:l8] ranged from ~~.l:< 1O-13erg to :2.'i.6x 1O-13er.~ 

and in reference[27] it is found as 24x 1O-13erg. 



1·\bsorption(3.107
) Dispersion (8.106 ) Critical angle (a c ) 

, , 
1. i:j 7 .. ')6 0.2:1:3" , 

i I 

Table .t.!: .\bsorption 3. Dispersion 15 and the critical angle 0" of the silicon substrate 

calculated for the wavelength i..'i-!0.'i6A.( Cul\~)[ 16), 

4.1.2 Quartz Glass 

Quartz is a crystalline form of silica, It has a hexagonal structure, Each silicon atom 

is surrounded by four oxygen atoms and each oxygen by two silicon atoms. Quartz is 

hard and has a high melting point. about 1600°C. This is hundreds of degrees abo,'e the 

melting point of an ordinary glass. 

4.2 The Adsorbate 

Adsorption is the accumulation of a gas or a solute at the interface, hence it is a surface 

phenomenon. In this paper the adsorbate used is carbon tetrachloride(CCI4 ) which is 

liquid at room temperature. 

Over a limited range of temperature the dependence of the "apour pressure of liquids 

on temperature may be represented by a formula of the form 

B 
10gloP = A - T ( ".! ) 

in ,\"hich ..! and B are constants over a temperature range and T denotes temperature 

on the absolute scale. A plot of 10glOP "ersus ! IT gives a straight line. The vapour 

pressure is a function of the substance and of the temperature. 

For the liquid ('('14 in equilibrium with its vapour. the P - T relation is given by the 

following expression[2.'i) within the indicated range of temperature. 

6 ~9'O'~ 121!,!.58 
P = 10 .0 ,u-227.16+' : 1£[19.00. 80.00) 

where t and P are in 0(' and Torr. respectively. 

The \'apor pressure of CCI4(at 29:3K) is sufficiently high (pJ=120hPa) \\"hich is highly 

volatile and provides transport of molecules from the liquid in the reservoir through the 



\'apor to the wafer. So. a liquid film on top of the slIbstrate can quickly be formed[:26), 

The structure of eel, is a nearly tetrahedral molecule which can be assllmed as spht'rical 

if one takes its (rotational I motion at room temperature into account, TIl(' interaction 

between eC'l, and silicon is predominantly of the van der \\'aals type. atleast in the 

temperature range of the experiment. The van der Waals diameter of eel, is 1.0.\[:21). 

Some physical/thermodynamic constants of eel, are given in table -1.:2. 

I Van der Waals diam. i 7.0,1. Hamaker constant (:33.7-> 07.0) 

V.pressure(at 29:3K) I i20hPa x 1O- 13 eru 

! 1,'j:3.84g/mol 
" 

~Iolecular mass Critical temp. 28:1.1'jv(' 
I 

I 0,00·5 Ig/ en!" 
, 

C'ri tical pressure I Density of gas(7.')oC) -I4.98atm , 
! 

Density of liquid p(T) I 1.6:3:372-0.00199T + Critical density 0 .. 'i77g/cm 3 

O.000OOO.5T2g/cm3 Bond lengt h (' - CI 1,766,1. 

Surface tension ,2.921-0.01259T) x B,angle C'I-('-CI 109.5° 

10-2 J /m 2 dissociation energy 

:'Ileiting point -2:3.0°C (C'Cb-C'I! 67.9kcal/mol 

I Boiling point 76."j°C Dielectric constant 2.24 
I 
I Triple point -ngoC( 10.9mbar) Critical a11£le(o,,) 0,181' 
, 
I Heat capacity( at 25°C) t:3l.7J/g.mol (liquid) Dispersionl f) ,'i.008 x 10-0 

I 

I Heat capacity(at 25°(') ;':UJ/g.mol (gas) A bsorptionl 3) 1,871 x lO-c 

Table 4.:2: Some physical/thermodynamic constants of eel, taken from refs.[6,:38). In[27) 

the Hamaker constant of pure eel, is found as 4.5x 1O-13erg. 



Chapter 5 

Experimental Set-up and 

Scattering Geometry 

5.1 Experimental Set-up 

The x-ray measurements were carried out by a high - resolution three crystal diffrac

tometer whose general set up is gi\'en in[.'i]. A 12k\V rotating anode generator with a 

copper target was used as an x - ray source. The schematic diagram is shown in Fig . 

.'i. 1. Two slits and a perfect. symmetrically cut Sir Ill) monochromator which picks out 

the CuK,,-lines are placed infront of the sample. The widths of the slits are 0.2mm and 

heights arC' 10mm which defines the height of the x - ray beam and they also define 

the illuminated area of the sample .. '1. Si (111) analyzer crystal (which gives a better 

resolution) and a NaI(TI) scintillation counter were used as detector nnit. Lead shields 

around the monochromator and the detector system reduce the background radiation. 

The x-ray cell is designed as a t,,·o chamber arrangement with an inner chamber 

(height h = 6,5mm and diameter d = 60mm) made of copper defining the surrounding of 

the substrate, It contains the CCI4 atmosphere with a gas of volume I 66)iml. The wafer 

is mounted vertically onto a thermoelectric device, It is placed 25mm above a reservoir 

containing 5ml of CCI. which defines isobaric conditions, A controlled dry air cycle was 

designed for stabilization of the \'apour temperature, A glass tube furnace which serves 

as a heat source of the cycle and a small membrane pump maintains the air flow, I\apton 

windows in the sample cell allows the analysis with x - ray radiation, 



Monochromator 
r---_~ Two-circle goniometer 

Slit I 
.. \nalyzer 

X-ray tube 

Detector 

Figure 5.1: Schematic drall·ing of the three -cry.-ral diifractometer['5j. 

With the heating principle of a thermostated air stream which surrounded the inner 

chamber. a uniform. smooth heating is realized and the CCl~ atmosphere is nearly free 

of temperature gradients. The thermoelectric device in contact with the wafer allows 

changes of the temperature difference between the wafer and the surrounding vapour on 

short time scales. The best temperature stability achie,wl with this set-up was 2mI\f2i]. 

5.2 Scattering Geometry 

In the experiment different scans were performed. \Vhen the angle of incidence is repre-

sen ted by (Ii and the excite angle by (If in all scans and the wayevector of the incident 

and scattered x-rays are I'i and I.:f resrecti,·ely, with the ;ca~:ering angle sc( =(li ~ 0., J. 

the momentum transfer if = hi - ( = (qr. O. q,f· is gi,·en by 

I.. 
qx = h'i( cos (I f - cos (Ii) "" ; ((Ii - (I., I.'C 15.1 ) 

15.1 ) 

Therefore. a reflectivity-scan ((Ii = (If) corresponds to a q, 1 Bragg) - scan. Fig .. 5.2. with 

By performing a detector scan. which means a scan ,,·;t h fixed angle of incidence (li 

and varying the scattering angle sc. the qI - and the q, -components of the scattering 

vector, Fig. ,5.:3, are changed simultaneously. 

A rocking - scan is performed by rotating the sample at a fixed detector position. 

Thus the incidence angle (Ii varies and the scattering angle sc = cti + ctf is constant. 



(0; sc 
Sample 

Sample 

Figure .j.:!: Geometry of the specular Figure 5.:3: Detector ,can: ..1. scall "'i,h 

Bragg scan: Q; = Q f with qx = o. fixed Q; and vaITing the scat.t.ering angle. 

sc. 

Rocking scans are (nearly) qx-scans. Fig. 5.4, at a fixed q,-position. 

Figure .').4: Rocking scan: The ill-

cidence angle Q; ,·aries. with the 

r-::----------- scat.t.ering angle. sc. fixed. 

~ 
10; 

Sample 

All these different scan modes were performed during the experiments of all the dry 

substrates. and of the liquid film after maximum equilibrium thickness is reached. but 

the wetting process was analyzed using the Bragg-scan. 

:10 



Chapter 6 

Measurements and Evaluation 

In the pre\'ious chapters the theoretical explanation of the x~ray reflecti\'ity and the film 

growth model were given. In this chapter the experimental results are analyzed using 

Parratt's formalism and the model given in section :3A. The parameters in the fit were 

controlled b~' the least square value of the quadratic function \ 2: 

( 6.11 

!c,y; is the difference between the it" measured value and the it" theoretical value and the 

least square value of );2 was taken during the fit. The bare substrates were fitted with 

the specu:ar. and the diffuse scattering models giwn in chapter 2 (where too much lime. 

over days. was expended to fit a single scan). \Vetting experiments were controlled by 

a differential temperature (:"T which decreases with time but never equals to zero and 

the fitting "'as carried out using the specular model where the time taken to fit a single 

scan. was up to Ius. 

6.1 Dry Substrates 

X~ray diffraction within the regIOn of total extel'llal reflection is a powerful tool for 

obtaining detailed information about the structure of thin solid and liquid films[:32]. 

Whereas specular reflectivity samples the averaged electron density perpendicular to 

the surface. the non~specular diffuse intensity contains information about the in-plane 

structure of the sample. 



The sources of the diffusely scattered intensity are lateral inhomogeneities. The most 

prominent inhomogeneity is th" interface roughness which can be regarded as a (small I 

perturbation of an otherwise smooth interface. 

To study the wetting behaviour of a liquid CCI. we characterized four bare sample 

S\'stems: H,/Si. CH3 /Si. Ge/Si and a quartz glass. using x-ray reflectivity measurements. 

The reflectivity data were explained using a one layer model. (j=I): where the starting 

point of the recursion formula .eq. (2.J.! I. is the substrate (j=2). There R2=0 because 

the substrate is assumed as a semi-infinite. The theoretically obtained optical constants 

of the bulk silicon were kept fixed during the fit. and all fit parameters of bare substrates 

are shown in tables 6.1 and 6.2. In the measurement. the detector scan and the rocking 

scans were performed at Q; =004 0 and sc =0.8° fixed. respectively. 

System [. . 106 0'[.4] Ifqy" [.4] 8/3 System 8 . 1 06 0'[.4] 1,.,",,[.4] 8f.3 

Si 7.6 .5.0 -- .. 0 Si 7.6 11.6 i -- .. 0 

Hz 2.8 0.7 11.9 "261 Ge 11.0 17.1 :39.8 Vi 

Si 7.6 );3.0 -- .. 0 Glass 7.ii rgl . I .. I -- .. 0 . 

CH3 :3.2 4,.8 0.0 990 Layer .j.S I 1 :2.6 I 28.S :J6 

Table 6.1: Parameters obtained fitting specular reflectivity data of bare substrates 

eq.(:2.1"). 

I SO's. 11 81 06
1 0' [A] I ~[A]I h II[A'III Sys. II 81061 0' [A] I ([A] I h I[A] 

Si 7.6 4.0 7000 0.:30 - S· , 1 7.6 1:3.6 1,10 I 0.99 -
I 

Hz 2.8 0.7 900 0.17 12.') Ge 12.:3 17.4 1160 0.14 :38.:2 

Si 7.6 14.6 .jiiOO 0.20 - Glass 7.5 :36.0 1:2:30 0.11 - I 
CH3 :l.l 4.8 :2000 0.99 6.0 Layer 5.4 1 ... 5 l:3S0 O. );3 'r31 _I.· 

Table 6.2: Parameters obtained fitting t he bare substrates \vith the diffuse scat t<"ring 

model. The 6/3 values given in table 6.1 \\'ere taken fixed in fitting the diffuse scattE'l'ing. 

:1') 



6.1.1 H2/Si Substrate 

The H,/Si sample was prepared. such that. a Si-substrate is con' red I coated) by a thin 

H,-Iayer. The preparation steps were rinsing with deionized water taking it desoxidation 

step of 90 to 1:20 sec iterati\·ely. The thick oxide fabrication timp was :3 min at 80°(' and 

the thin oxide fabrication time.j to 10 min at 80°C. 

Before the wetting experiment the dry substrate \\'as characterized by an x -raj' 

reflectiyity. Fits of the specular reflecti\'ity data yield the optical constants of hulk-Si 

and the H2-layer. table 6.1. It was tried to fit the data \\'ithout layer (only substrate). 

but. since the H2-layer was open to the atmosphere some foreign atoms may adhere to 

it. for example adsorption of water molecules from the surrounding since the densit~· of 

\\'ater (bH,o = :2.85 x 10-6 )[18] is almost the same as the "alne obtained from the fit. 

and hence affects the reflectiyity. 

Fig. 6.1 shows the measured reflecti\'ity of the system. open circles denote the mea· 

surement and the solid line gives the best fit with the specular model. Figs. 6.2 and 6.:3 
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show the measured diffuse scattering intensity: IJalllPly. dt'tectur scan alld the ruckill,~ 

scans, respectively, A specular peak at Ui = Q'j is obsen'ed ill the diffuse scattering and 

Yoneda peaks[40] at Uf = QeSi in the rocking scan. where 
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n,.s. is the critical angle of the bulk silicon substrate. The measurement of the rocking 

scan shows non-symmetry. Fig. 6.:3. perhaps due to a deformation of the sample during 

the installation. :\evertheless. the wetting experiment was expected nol to be atfecled 

by the non-symmetric form of the diffuse scattering. 

6.1.2 CH3!Si Substrate 

Csing the procedure of section 6.1.1 we characterized the bare substrate of C'lh/Si .. .l. 

thin layer of CH 3 coats the bulk-Si substrate. The optical parameters ar(' given in tabl", 

6.1 where the theoretical value of the dispersion (fixed on fitting) was calculated[16] llsing 

the close-packing model taking the bond length[6] between Si-C' 1.8,5"\ C-H l.l FiA and 



the bond angle between Si-C'-H as 110°[:36]. 
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r\ bump is seen in the specular reflectivity measurement. Fig. 6.-1. lI'hich can be 

resulted from the coat.ing procedure and was not succeeded to fit that region. Figs. 6.1 

and 6.8 sholl' the diffuse scattering measurements: namely. detector and rocking scans. 

respectiH'iy. 
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6.1.3 Ge/Si Substrate 

This sample "'as prepared by evaporating a Ge layer on a bulk Si subst rate. Before 

the wetting experiment the dry sample was characterized b\· x-ray reflecti\·ity. The fit 

parameters of the one layer system. Ge layer on a silicon substrate. are gin"n in tabl" 

6.1. From the fit we obsen'e that the density of the Ge layer was reduced b~' 2:l'7c as 

compared to its theoretical value ()·U'! x 1O-6)[)6]. The density reduction of the Ge 

layer can he explained such that the molecules of the Ge I thin) layer are not as dose 

packed as the molecules of bulk germanium. 

Figs. 6.1. 6.S and 6.9 show the detector, specular refleni\'ity and the rocking scans. 

respectively. In the rocking scan (diffuse scattering), a specular peak at G, = Gf and 

Yoneda peaks at G f = Go,S, are observed. 
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6.1.4 Quartz glass 

We examined this sample before lVe inject the liquid. and the fit parameters are given in 

table 6.1. The measured reflectivities are shown in: Fig. 6.10 ,pecular reflectiyity. Fig. 

6.11 the detector scan and Fig. 6.12 the rocking scan. The fit "-as performed assuming 

a one layer model. 
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An examination of the bare substrates after the wetting experiments lead to the same 

curves. i.e .. the surface of the wafers was not affected by the wetting process. 

6.2 Wetting Experiments 

X-ray specular reflection was used to study the wetting of liquid CCI. on top of the 

bare substrates considered in section 6.1. After injecting the liquid into the reservoir 

of the e\'acuated x-ray cell, a stable wetting film was formed on top of the respectiw 

substrates. Then. the liquid film which builds up after the injection was monitored by a 

short rocking scans and. then. removed from the wafer introducing a disturbance of tllP 

thenllodynamic equilibrium by a short temperature pulse 6 T between the substrate and 

the vapour phase. see Fig. 6.1:3. The perturbation was monitored with tranS\'erse-scans 

(i.e .. qI-scans at a fixed position of '/z=O.O:3A -I) .. 'l.fter a short time the temperature 

at the glass tube furnace was set to the desired value. The S\\'itching-off of the heating 

source sets the zero point of the time axis and the beginning of the growth. \\,ith in-situ 

measured reflectivities the growth process was monitored. 
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Figure 6.1:3: Example of a heating and cooling systems for a grOll'ing film of CCl.,Br OIl 

Si [.3.5}. The zero time corresponds to t,he starting point of the film growth. 

All reflecti\'ity curves of the wetted wafer were measured in the range of q, = 5.7 X 

10-3.-\-1 and '1,=0.:22.1.- 1 for each scan with astep width of 6q, = 5.7x 10-,\\-1 between 

the points which denotes a good compromise between time resolution and counting 

statistics. 



6.2.1 CCI~ on HdSi 

The reflectivities were fitted with the theory of section 2.2. assuming a two~layer model. 

The starting point of the recursion formula is the silicon substrate (j =:31. Since the silicon 

substrate was assumed as a semi~infinite the reflectivity R.J is equal to zero. During the 

fit the parameters of the dry substrate were kept constant. 

Due to the fact that the film thickness d:ianges during the measurements. only a\"~ 

eraged parameters owr the time resolution of 0 .. 'i22hr can be obtained. Therefore. the 

fit yields the mean density profile of the system. The fit results are giwn in table 

6.:3. From the table one can see that the roughness increases with increasing thick

ness and the density of the adsorbed film "aries from -!2.1 j( to 5-!.9j( of its bulk value 

bCCI! = ;j.OI x 1O-6 [1.'i). 

An example of the density profile found during the fit is shown in Fi,g. 5.1-!. 

Fig. 6.Lj shows the measured reflecti"ities o,'er a time range of 25hrs and the film is sta~ 

ble after this time. The x~ray determined film thickness of CCl., on H,/Si layer is shown 

in Figs. 6.16. 6.17. 6.18 and 6.19 for a time length of 6.27hrs each: open circles and 

triangles denote specular reflectivities and solid lines represent fit results. For clarity the 

cun'es are shifted by a 0.8~unit order of magnitude (log-scale) against each other. The 

measurement starts with the reflectivity cun'e at the bottom. and the time increases. 

from t=O. by a step of O .. 'i22hrs from bottom to top. 

411 
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9 :3.1 12.9 -!l.S 2.5 :3.1 19.6 66.9 Ii -! I I :3.0 I 27.9 86.0 I I! , 
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I' i 10 : :3.2 1:3.6 H.+ 26 :3.1 20.2 69.7 I! -!2 :3.0 :31.2 89.0 

11 I 3.1 I-!.O -!6.5 27 :3.1 21..5 iLl -!:3 'J --./ 28,:3 S7.9 
, 

72.0 il 12 i :3.1 1-!.0 +8.0 28 :3.1 21.6 -!-! .) - 29.9 88.9 i _./ 
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Table 6.:3: Fit parameters of the growing wetting film (,C14 on the substrate H.,fSi. 
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6.2.2 CCLI on CH3 /Si 

Fit yield parameters are giyen in table 6.-1. The roughness parameter shows an increase 

\\'ith increasing thickness and t he density of the \\'etting liquid film graduall\' increase, 

to the theoretical yalue of the bulk liquid CCLI. The fit \\'as done assuming a t\\'o layer 

model (C H" and CCI4 ). 

S.i'io 8106 u [A) I I[A; !i S.Xo 8106 u [A] I[A] S.;\o Ii 1 06 u [A] 1[.-\] 

1 :3.0 12.0 ! -13.0 ! 12 4.-1 :32.0 1:38.0 2:3 I 4.8 :36.0 2-1.3.0 i 

I. , 

2 :3.0 1:3.0 I -1-1.0 II 1:3 4.7 :35.0 1.3·3.0 24 I -!.9 :35.0 260.0 ! 

:3 :3.0 14.0 ! 45.3 
11 I·' 4.7 :3:3.0 180.0 2.) I 4.S :36.0 :("58.0 I 

4 :3.0 14.0 ! -17.0 ! 1.3 4.9 :37 .-l 179.0 26 1 .j.O :37,0 267.0 

.j :3.1 18.0 i 'i1.0 " !i 16 4.9 :34.0 18·j.0 'r _I I 5.0 :37.0 26:3.0 ! 

.[ 

6 :3.0 17.0 
, 

-4 0 ii 17 4.S :36.0 218.0 28 i 4.9 :38.0 270.0 
, 

! .J. 1 
i 

1 :3.2 2.3.0 i 60.0 !i 18 4.9 , :37.0 2:32.0 29 , .J.O :38.0 267.0 
, 

8 :3.:3 2-5.0 6-l.0 'I 19 4.7 :38.0 211.'i :30 ! 'i.O :38.0 I '266.0 

9 :3.:3 :30.0 
, 

8-l.0 ,I 
d 20 4.8 :38.0 2.5:3.0 :31 : ·3.1 :38.0 2iO.0 

10 :3.6 :32.0 I 9:3.0 I :H 4.6 :38.0 2:38.0 :32 I .J.l :37.0 27:3.0 , , 

II 4.0 :32.0 IIS.O II 
22 -l.6 :36.0 !i 2·30.0 :3:3 

, 
.3.0 :37.0 2iO.0 

, 

Table 6.4: Fit parameters of the \\'etting film of CCI 4 on a CH 3 /Si substrate . 

. -\n example of a density profile for this system is sho\\'n in Fig. (UO. Figs. 6.21 

and 6.22 show the transwrse scans and the measured reflecti\'ities over 17hrs and the 

film is stable after this time. The reflectiyity measurements and fit cun'es of the system 

are shown in Figs. 6.2:3. 6.2-1. 6.2.) and 6.26. These figures show a poor fitting but tlw 

thickness of the \\'etting film. \\'hich depends on the modulation of the curw. is exact 

within a range of errors. It \\'as tried to get a good fit by dividing the liquid film into 

t\\'o layers and the thickness is almost the same as that obtained fitting the one-layer 

model. For comparison see appendix. 

.17 
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Figure 6.22: Measllred reflectivities over 17hrs [or the system CCl. all CHjSi \I·here t.he 

arrow shows time direction. 
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(log-scale) of magnitude against each other [or clarity. 
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6.2.3 CCl4 on GejSi 

The fit parameters of the system eel. on Ge/Si are given in table 6 .. 5. The measured 

tranS\'erse scans and a typical density profile of the system are shown in Figs. 6.:2, and 

6.:28. respecti\·ely. Fig. 6.29 shows the reflectivities where the film is stable after IOhl's. 

The corresponding fitted reflectivity measurements (cul'ws) are shO\\'I1 in Figs. 6.:30 and 

6.:31 for a time width of .5.22hrs each and the curves are shift,;d by a unit order (log-scale I 

of magnitude against each other with the bottom as the starting point. 

SC.;\o. 15 . 106 cr[fl.] /[.4] Sc.:\fo. 15 • 106 ofl] 1[.4] 

1 .5A 17.1 47.0 11 .5.0 48.:3 :2·t/.9 

:2 .5.1 15.0 62.0 12 -J.;l .55.0 :2.5 j' .·5 

:3 5.1 16.6 77.:3 1 :3 ... 0 .58.0 267).0 

.. 5.:3 17.1 92 ... I .. ...0 .56 .. 5 :260.2 

:) .5. :3 21.:3 101..5 1.5 -J.;l 59.0 :260.0 I 

6 ,3.:3 22.:3 110.:3 16 ... :2 5 ... 0 :26:3.8 

I .5.0 :32.0 1 .. 8.0 17 .j .1 60.0 :210.7 

S .).2 40.0 186.0 18 ... 0 59.0 26:2.6 

9 ,3.0 :38.0 226.7 19 ... 0 .'is.O 267.0 

10 .'5.0 .. 8.0 2.5U 20 4.0 .'59.0 :2.'5, A 

Table 6 .. j: Fit parameters of the system liquid film eel. on Ge/Si substrate. 
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6.2.4 CCl4 on a Quartz Glass 

Table 6.6 shows the fit results of the wetting system where parameters of the dry sub-

strate were kept constant. The roughness of the film is almost constant during its growth 

and the density gets its bulk value at the equilibrium thickness. 

S.\o ! 810" ,,[,4] 1 [,:\] S.:-';o 8106 ,,[,4] 1[,4] S.\o 8106 ,,[,4] 1[,4] I , , 

1 1.0 8.0 64.8 16 1..5 8,9 16:3.4 :31 .'i.0 9.:l 21.').5 I 
.J 1.1 8.0 65.:3 17 1 .. 5 8.7 168.7 :l2 .'i.l 9.2 22:3.:) ! 

:l 1.3 8.2 67.0 18 1.6 8 -./ 171.0 :J:l .'i.0 9.:l 226.9 t 

1 1..5 9.:3 72 .. 'i 19 1.6 8.4 11.5.1 :l~ .5.0 9.2 228.0 
, 

i 

.j 1.7 9.6 75.0 20 4.7 S.8 116.2 :Vi :).0 9.2 228.:3 t 

6 4.9 10.0 82.0 21 1.7 8.9 182.2 :36 .').0 9.1 225.8 I , 
, 

- 1.1 S.5 10:3 .. ') 22 1.8 8.9 186.9 :3/ :).0 8.9 22.5.0 
i 

I I 
, 

S 1.1 8.7 111.1 2:l 4.8 8 -. / 190.1 :3S .'i.0 9.:3 226 .. 'i ! 

9 U 8.2 122.1 24 -l.9 8.9 19 l.l :l9 ,J.O 9.1 :m.2 

10 4.:3 8.6 l:l.'i.3 2.5 4.9 9.0 19:3.1 40 ·5.0 8.8 ')oJ.) 'l ! --_.' j 

11 -lA 8.8 141.6 26 4.9 9.1 196.9 41 .'i.0 8.7 222.6 , 

1~ -lA 9.0 1-l5.4 ·r -/ -l.9 8.8 204.0 ~2 ,J.O 9.0 225.0 

]:3 .L-l 9.0 152 .. 5 28 .5.0 9.2 212.9 ~:l .'i.0 8.6 225.7 

14 L'i 8.8 15,.0 29 .5.0 9.4 212.7 ~-l ,J.O 8,9 2:2:3.9 

1.5 1.6 9.:l 162.:3 :30 .'i.0 9.5 211.8 

Table 6.6: Fit parameters of the reflectivity measurements of the system eel4 on a 

quartz glass substrate. 

A typical density profile for this system are shown in Fig. 6.:l2 and the measured trans-

wrse scans during the growth process is shown in Fig. 6.:n. The measured reflectivity 

curves O\'er 20hrs are shown in a three dimensional picture. Fig. 6.:l4. The fitted re

flectivity measurement.s are shown in Figs. 6.:3.5. 6.:l6. 6.:37 and 6.:38 for a time width of 

.'i.;~hrs each. and the curves are shifted by a unit order (log-scale) of magnitude against 

each other. 
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Chapter 7 

Discussion 

The observed growth kinetics of the wetting layers are adapted in this chapter in the 

framework of the model given in section :lA. Thus. the growth parameters are obtained 

by fitting eq. (:3.54). 

7.1 Adaption of the growth measurements to the 

Kolr:nogorov Model 

As was explained in chapter :l. the Kolmogorov model describes the time dependence of 

a first order phase transformation from a (metastable) phase A into a stable phase B. 

It contains two parameters: The rate of nucleation [ of infinitesimally smallne\\" .nains 

per unit "olume of metastable material. and the "docity 1" of the isotropical growth of 

grains after nucleation until they are impeded by a neighboring grain. The parameters 

[ and u are assumed as time independent constants. Thus. eq. (:LjO) for d= :2 and C, 

=1f can be reduced to 

2 :l 
[u =-.' 

rrr3 

The constant Cd takes into account the geometry of the grain and depends on tiw 

dimension d of the growing mechanism[4]. Note. that the time constant T depends 

on [ and v. Therefore, a single experiment only yidds tIl<" product [1'", for a partieillar 

system. Results obtained from the fits of the data are given in table 7.1. and tllP 

measured and Kolmogorov-fitted time dependence of the wetting film thicknesses are 



shown in Figs. 7.1. 7.2. 7.3 and 7,4 for the systems C'C'\. on H"Si. C'H 3 /Si. Ge/Si and 

on a quartz glass. respectivel)'. Open circles are the measured thicknesses and the solid 

and broken lines represent fits with the Kolmogoro\' model for 11 variable and 71 = :3. 

respect i\·ely. 

System H2 /Si CH 3 !Si Ge/Si Q.Glass 

T [hrs] (71 = :3) 11,49 I.Vi :3.62 
, 

1.19 i 

/o[.~] :33.0 no .j.'i.O . 6;).0 

/m"r['~] 88.0 269.0 i 265.0 1 22,'i.0 

r l'2 [1 0-3( hI's) -3] 0.63 2.20 20.1:3 
i 

2.02 

dhrs] 1:3.57 1.)1 I :3 . .5 I 8.57 

(71 variable I 1.18 .J -'3 I :2.6~ 1.:3.') _ .. J. i 

/o[.~] 2.'i.0 no ·'i0.0 ! 6.'i.0 

/mn[.~] 101.0 211.0 26~.0 2:3:3.0 

Table 1.1: Parameters obtained fitting the Kolmo"oro\' model to the examined liquid 

film CCI. on the four bare substrates. 
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7.2 Concluding Remarks 

Experiments in which the wetting of silicon (coated with H,. CH.) and Ge) and a quartz 

~Iass by a liquid CCI. determined by x-ray specular rdle('tion ha"e been described with 

the I\olmogorov model. The aim of this work is to study the dynamics of growing wetting 

films. Gravitational effects as well as temperature stability of the system lead to a finite 

"alue In,"r[26.37J. The temperature pulse :-:'T at the time t=O redt]{'es the thickness 1m", 

to a value 10 , Then the film starts to grow and for t » T again reaches a thickness I",or' 

From Figs. 7.1 to 7.4 it can be seen that the model is able to explain the data for all 

im'estigated systems with different dimensionalities. Althou~h it is difficult to measure 

Hamaker constants accurately. it seems to follow from all meastlrements (see [27.:37]) 

that the effective Hamaker constant of the system CCI./Gei 5i is larger than the others. 

This may explain the smaller value of the time constant: A lar~er Hamaker constant. i.e. 

a large substrate-adsorbate interaction leads to a quicker film growth. This argument 

is supported by an analysis of the off-specular x-ray scattering of the bare substrate 

Ge/Si (see table 6.2). Fit of a data using a fractal height-llPi~~t correlation function Eq . 

• 2.:30) yiC'!ds extremely jagged surfaces for small values of II ,he Hurst parameter) and 

the in-plane correlation length (. Fig. 2.7. The smaller value of h provides a relati"ely 

larger effective surface area which is more attractive. i.e. it ~ives a smaller yalue of T. 

From table 7.1 the growth seems two-dimensional. Howe,'cr. for an extremely jagged 

surface a pure two-dimensional growth of the wetting film is not possible. \'e,·ertheless. 

the experimental data shows nearly a two-step (fast-slow-fast I growth of the film and 

the fit yields an average value of the parameters (nearly two-dimensional) because in the 

Eolmogorov model the exponent n is related to the dimension of the growth process. 

_-\dditionally, a greater roughness enlarges the film thickness (at a fixed chemical potent ial 

difference op) because the free energy is redu('ed[:30J. Therefore the roughness of the 

substrate can cause an acceleration of the growth process aDd leads to a smaller yalue 

of the time constant T. 

The time constants of the systems CCI4 /CH3 /Si and Cel,/ quartz glass are not far 

apart. The substrate CH 3 /Si matches with the theory that ,he a\'erage roughness with 

a greater value of h(smooth hills and valleys) explains nearly a two dimensional growth. 



Howel'er, the dimensionality II of the quartz glass substrate is smaller which results from 

the surface roughness and small I'alm' of h. 

The fact that small roughnesses yield large time constants. can also be spen from 

the dynamics of the system CCI./H,jSi where the smaller value of 11 is related with 

the value of the Hurst parameter. Although the roughness of the substrate is small. 

the dimensionality 11 of the growth is small. where in this system is related with the 

parameter h, such that the jagged surface does not support a pure two-dimensional 

growt h. 

The obtained time constants of the examined systems are in the range of :Uihrs to 

1:l .. 5hrs. Comparably long T-values for other systems were obsern'd[26]{CCI4 on Si02 /Si 

with T =22Im}. [:14]{the polymer (C.H8 )r -[C21b(C2 H5 )h-r on Si02 /Si with T :=:::48hrs} 

and [29]{ H20 on quartz with T :=::::3days}. Moreover, the efferti,'e dimensionality for the 

growth process ranges approximately from 1.2 to :3.0. Although some of these climen

sionalities II are smaller than what one would expect from the theory. the quality of the 

fits suggests that the theory is still relevant. and that some explanation for the small 

measured values of 11 should first be sought within the context of the general !\olmogorOl'

AlTami theory. Several systems appear to hal'e the expected integer values of n. but in 

many other systems the value of II is smaller and not necessarily integer[:39). A number 

of explanations have been offered. many of which are specific to the particular system. 

see for example[4. Ui.:l.5). 

In general the time constant and hence the growth process seems to depend on the 

surface roughness, the real in-plane structure(jagged or smooth) of the substrate and 

the Hamaker constant of the system. Therefore, a better information about the growth 

process can be obtained measuring a substrate with different surface roughnessE's or 

carrying out set of experiments with the same substratE' and different liquids. 

r;q 



Appendix A 

As was mentioned in section 6.:2.2 the wetting liquid film of the system eel. on eH3 /Si 

was fitted assuming a two eel. layer modeL The parameters obtained from the fits are 

tabulated below and note tbat the thickness of the eH., layer must be subtracted to 

get the actual thickness of the wetting layer. Parameters found from fitting the wetting 

reflectivities and the growth model is given in tables .'1..1 and ..'1.:3. respectively. T1w 

assumed density profile is shown in Fig. A.l, and Figs. ..'1.:2 . ..'1.3 and A.-! are the 

measured reflectivities with their fits .5.74hrs each. Each of the reflectivity cun'es are 

shifted by a unit order {log· scale I of magnitude against each other. Fig . ..'1 .. '5 shows the 

x·ray measured thickness 'rith the model fit results. 
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Sc.:'-io. .51 . 106 "1 [,:1] II[A] .52 ' 106 "2[,4] 12 [A] (11 + 12)[,4] 

I 4.:2 ·5.0 
I 

20.0 4.:2 .'i.0 27.0 n.0 

2 4.2 .'i.O 19.0 .t.:) .5.0 28.0 4/.0 

3 4.6 .5. ·5 19.0 4.:3 M :31.0 .50.0 
I 

4 4.8 /.0 21.0 4.:3 I 4.7 :32.0 .5:3.0 

.J .5.1 U 21.0 4.'S .j.S :3·'i.O ,J6.0 

6 .5.6 :3.0 24.0 -I..S .5.0 :39.0 6:3.0 

7 G.O 4./ 29.0 -1., - .) .J._ 41.0 70.0 

8 6.0 ./.7 :31.7 .!.8 'S.6 40.6 72.:3 

9 G.4 9.0 -is.8 4.9 4.4 :39.0 87.S 

10 G.9 :35.0 0.5.0 .5.0 G.O 46.0 101.0 

II 6.9 :3.5.0 87.0 .5.0 G.O ·W.O 127.0 

12 G.8 :31..5 120.7 ii.O 4 .. 5 26.1 146.8 

1:3 G.7 11.1 1:30.0 ').0 .5.2 :36.6 166.6 

14 7.1 19.1 100.0 ,),0 4.4 :~.1.8 ! IS.J,8 

15 6.9 19.7 FiO.2 4.9 4 .. 5 :34.6 184.8 

16 7.1 26.1 IG5.0 ').1 4.:3 :3:U 198.4 

17 7.4 26.4 195.0 ').0 4.0 :34. -I I 229.-1 

18 7 .. 5 :3:3.8 219.2 ').0 :3.2 :30.6 2-19.8 

19 7.:3 2,J.9 190.0 4.9 4.2 :3-1.9 224.9 

20 7.6 :34.6 220.0 5.4 :3.:3 :36.7 2.56.7 

21 7.G 4:3.9 224.8 ').4 2.91 28.2 2.5:3.0 

22 7.4 1G.4 198.0 G.7 1.7 G4.1 262.1 

Table A.1: Parameters obtained fit ling the system C'C'14 on C'lh/Si with two CC'14 layers. 
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Sc.:'1o. .51 . 106 O'd·4] IdA] fi 6 , . 10 0',[.4] 1,[.4] (11 + 1,)[.4] 

2:3 i.:3 4.0 220.0 6.7 :3.0 40.1 , 260.1 

2·1 i.4 t.:l 140.0 - .) 
1.- 0.1 !:l0.0 ! 270.0 

25 7.6 2:U 170.0 - .) 
1.- 0.1 9.j.0 I 26:).0 

26 /.;) :3.0 220.0 7.1 0.2 .j.j.O ! 27.j.0 

27 7.:l 8.9 210.0 - .) 
1.- 0.1 60.0 270.0 

28 i.4 In 208.0 -.) 1.- 0.1 70.0 278.0 

29 7.3 2.4 2:30.0 6.9 3.3 41.2 27l.2 

:30 7.4 :3.0 226.0 i.l 1.8 H21 269.2 

31 7.3 :38.8 2:30.0 6.5 :3.4 46.9 i 276.9 I 

:32 i.4 :3 t.:l 229.0 6.6 :3.9 ·j:3.0 : 282.0 i 
! 

3:3 i.4 21.1 220.0 6.4 :3.2 .j7.0 I 277.0 

Table A.2: Continuetion of Table A.l 

n T[hrs] lorA] imar[A] r· [10-1(1"'$ )-3] I 

:3.0 7.21 47 274 2.')') I , 
2.6 7.3:3 47 '27i - I 

I 

Table A.3: Parameters obtained fitting the model (with 11 = :3 and 2.6) for the system 

CCl4 on CH3 /Si \\·ith two CCl4 layers. 
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